
USS Seleya - Stardate 9904.25

Host Cheryl says:
Summary:  Seleya is still investigating terrorist activities on Z'kar.  Two of their crew, CEO Bolitho and Cns Moore, have fallen victim to, presumably, a terrorist kidnapping.  Seleya is unable, thus far, to locate their missing crew.

Host Cheryl says:
A shuttle has been dispatched into a nearby asteroid belt, where an unidentified shuttle entered earlier and disappeared; there is some suspicion that this unidentified shuttle may be connected somehow with the crewmembers' disappearance.

Host Cheryl says:
A state of martial law has been declared on the planet by Prime Minister Jaddo in reaction to the kidnapping of Federation officers.

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CMO-Starr says:
::sitting at her desk, going over the scans of the AT, nothing has shown what the gas was::

Ops-Urk says:
COMM: Atlantis: maintain communications.

CE_Bolitho says:
@CNS: Craig I think we may need something from your medical bag to help beef up our system against electrical shock. Got anything?

CSO_K`daq says:
::on bridge @ station::

Host CO_Pang says:
::seated in Big Chair .... waiting for people to come up with suggestions - or any news about her missing crew::

CMO-Starr says:
*MO*: Come to my office please.

CTOVn`dor says:
%::taking over shuttle control from an unconscious FCO::

Angelique says:
:: in her and Craig's  quarters  pacing back and forth::

Ops-Urk says:
::checks inventory of comm probes::

EO_Susman says:
:: In Transporter Room 1, finished changing frequencies ::

MO_Viper says:
*CMO*: On my way.

Cns_Moore says:
@CEO: Take a look

CSO_K`daq says:
::scanning for missing crew::

CTOVn`dor says:
%COMM: Seleya: Prepare emergency beam over of our FCO.  He seems to have passed out!

Ops-Urk says:
CSO: sending you transporter data. Perhaps you can get something on that gas.

MO_Viper says:
::Enters main sickbay::

Host Zareen says:
&::stands up and looks over at Muk::  Muk:  I should see to our guests.

Host CO_Pang says:
OPS: I got that .... do it please!

Cns_Moore says:
@CEO: Maybe this ::holding up a vial with a bluish liquid::

CE_Bolitho says:
@CNS : will it work?

MO_Viper says:
::enters CMO's office::  CMO: What would you like?

Muk says:
$:: Nods at Zareen:: Zareen: Do you want armed escort?

Host CO_Pang says:
*CMO* Prepare to receive direct beam of Lt Mallory ... passed out on the shuttle

CTOVn`dor says:
%::initiates emergency transporter for Mallory::

CMO-Starr says:
MO: Look at this data and see if you can determine from the trace amount what the gas was.

Host CO_Pang says:
COMM CTO:  Lt - do you need a second crew member?  We could send someone?

EO_Susman 
  *Transporter Room 1 to Bridge*: The modifications on the transporter have been made, Captain. It's ready. (internalcall.wav)

Host Zareen says:
&Muk:  No, I should be able to handle them.

CMO-Starr says:
*CO*: Acknowledge Maam.  Have him beamed to biobed 3.

Cns_Moore says:
@CEO: Only one way to find out. Would you like to go first?

Ops-Urk says:
CO: TR reports modification have been made.

MO_Viper says:
CMO: I get right on it.

Muk says:
&Zareen: At least take the Neural Disrupter Rifle.

Host CO_Pang says:
OPS:  Is Lt. Mallory aboard?

CMO-Starr says:
MO: thanks Matt.

CTOVn`dor says:
%COMM: CO:  Thanks ma'am, I think that might be a good idea with all these asteroids floating around out here.

CE_Bolitho says:
@CNS: definitely!:: holds out arm::

Cns_Moore says:
@CEO: Give me your arm

Host Zareen says:
&::leaves the command centre, and makes her way to the containment area::

CMO-Starr says:
::leaves her office and sees that the FCO has appeared::

Ops-Urk says:
CO: transporting now

Host CO_Pang says:
*EO* Susman ... report to TR1 for direct beam to the shuttlecraft Atlantis .... quickly please!

Cns_Moore says:
@::injects CEO:: Quickly before it loses effect

CTOVn`dor says:
%::starts scanning for other energy signatures in the asteroids::

Ops-Urk
   FCO appears in SB (Transporter.wav)

MO_Viper says:
::picks up pad off desk and walks towards his office::

Muk says:
&:: preparing plans for the attack on the orbital ship yards ::

EO_Susman says:
:: rechecks modifications ::

CMO-Starr says:
::begins the scans and notices a lack of oxygen in his blood::

Host CO_Pang says:
COMM CTO:  Lt. Susman will be transported aboard soonest

CE_Bolitho says:
@CNS: your arm as well ::takes hypospray and injects into the Cns::

CE_Bolitho says:
@CNS: Craig your ready?

Cns_Moore says:
@CEO: On my mark.............Mark ::runs for wall::

CTOVn`dor says:
COMM: CO: Acknowledged Captain, holding station.

Ops-Urk says:
CO: transport complete

CE_Bolitho says:
@::runs full belt at the wall::

EO_Susman says:
:: resets configuration :: *OPS*: The changes to the ABC has been aborted.

Muk says:
&:: activates monitors in the holding cell ::

Host Zareen says:
ACTION:  Bolitho bounces off the wall

Host CO_Pang says:
OPS:  Can you get Susman to the Atlantis?

CTOVn`dor says:
%::notices strange readings in asteroids::

MO_Viper says:
::sits down and studies data on PADD::

Angelique says:
::  silently saying prayers::

Host Zareen says:
ACTION:  The blue liquid doesn't work on the walls........

CMO-Starr says:
::notices the FCO coming around to consciousness:

Muk says:
&:: scans the asteroid field ::

CMO-Starr says:
FCO: How are you feeling?

CTOVn`dor says:
%COMM: OPS: I'm picking up a different kind of energy signatures bearing 199, mark 18

EO_Susman says:
:: configures the transporter for one person and targets the Atlantis for transport. Goes to the pad and asks the computer to energise :: Computer: Energise.

EO_Susman (beam_out.wav)

Cns_Moore says:
@CEO: Well I don't know what else we can do except prepare our bodies to withstand torture

Ops-Urk says:
CO: EO has transported

Host CO_Pang says:
COMM CTO:  Can you pass to us for analysis?  CSO .... what is that do you think?

Cns_Moore says:
@::mending CEO's wounds::

Host CO_Pang says:
COMM CTO:  Is Lt. Susman aboard?

Muk says:
&::detects a small shuttle approaching ::

EO_Susman :: beams into the Atlantis :: (beam_in.wav)

CE_Bolitho says:
@CNS: Craig I'm not prepared to give up!

FCO_Mallory says:
CMO:  eurg......  okay... I think.....

CTOVn`dor says:
%COMM CO: Sending now ma'am.  ::sends info through Comm Relay::

Muk says:
&*Zareen*: I am detecting a shuttle coming our way.

CSO_K`daq says:
CO: What sir?

Cns_Moore says:
@CEO: Richard, do you have anything else in mind I don't think our bodies can take much more we are tired and weak

Host CO_Pang says:
CSO:  Any ideas on that energy pattern?

CMO-Starr says:
FCO: Well hopefully this will teach you NOT to take such a tight turn around an asteroid.  You didn't allow time for the dampeners to take over.

Host Zareen says:
&::arrives at the containment area::  *Muk*  Ensure that our cloak is fully activated; I don't want to risk detection.......  Not yet......

EO_Susman says:
%CTO: Hello, Lieutenant. I think Mallory will be back soon.. But.... Well.. :: sits on the FC seat ::

CE_Bolitho says:
@CNS: rubbish Lt. ::stiff tone:: we are going to get outta here, understand?

CTOVn`dor says:
%::notices the Lt arrive::  EO: Welcome Lt. Susman, care to take the helm?

CMO-Starr says:
FCO: That is why you passed out.

Cns_Moore says:
@CEO: Don't move ::hears noise on the outside::

Cns_Moore says:
@CEO: Do you hear that?

FCO_Mallory says:
CMO: what?!?  someone's been messing with my thrusters again, haven’t they?? if I find out who.. ::tries to sit up but collapses back onto bed::

Muk says:
&*Zareen*: as you wish. :: adds all available power to cloaking systems ::

Host Zareen says:
&::checks the security log, and smiles to herself::  Looks like our guests have been trying to leave their quarters.......

EO_Susman says:
%CTO: For a while.. I want to go back to the ship as soon as possible.

Ops-Urk says:
COMM Atlantis: report status.

Muk says:
&:: tracking the shuttle ::

CE_Bolitho says:
@::begins scan looking for any form of recording or surveillance device::

EO_Susman says:
%CTO: What have we got here?

CSO_K`daq says:
CO: Perhaps a cloaked ship where the missing crew are being held

CMO-Starr says:
FCO: Just lie still for a few minutes.  I have replenished the oxygen in your blood, but the cells need time to absorb it.

CTOVn`dor says:
%EO: Plot a course for the energy signatures but do not engage yet please.

Cns_Moore says:
@::tries to get CEO's health back to 100%::

Muk says:
&::shuts off the sensors ::

Host Zareen says:
&::checks the outer fields, finding them secured behind her, and deactivates the field around the room Bolitho and Moore are held in::

Host CO_Pang says:
TO:  Extend tactical scans as far as you can into the asteroid belt .....

Ops-Urk says:
CSO: anything from those readings?

Cns_Moore says:
@::treats himself::

Host CO_Pang says:
<TO Dlzy> CO: On it Sir

Host Zareen says:
&::sits down, and waits for them to come out::

Cns_Moore says:
@CEO: How are you feeling?

CMO-Starr says:
::sees the oxygen levels rising in his cells::

CTOVn`dor says:
%EO: It seems we have an energy signature of unknown origin at this location ::points on map::

MO_Viper says:
::still not finding anything in AT readouts::

CE_Bolitho says:
@::watches as the wall falls away to see....::

FCO_Mallory says:
CMO: it would seem your knowledge of my anatomy isn’t up to speed... I just need a few seconds..... how’s Vn’dor doing?  is he still out there?

CSO_K`daq says:
Ops: rechecking.. ::looks over readings::

Angelique says:
::wishes she  had word  of anything , the waiting is  tearing her apart::

CMO-Starr says:
MO: Come and keep Mr. Mallory company.

Cns_Moore says:
@::stands up straight to face the opening wall::

EO_Susman says:
%CTO: Aha.. Well.. I'll maximize the Main Nav sensor a little to get more data, ok?

MO_Viper says:
CMO: Coming

MO_Viper says:
::stands up and walks over to the FCO::

CMO-Starr says:
FCO: I assume he is and another has been beamed to take your place, knowing the Captain.  Remember, we don't always know what is going on upstairs! ::chuckles::

Host Zareen says:
&::watches the prisoners::

Host CO_Pang says:
::tries to resist the temptation to shriek at people for news ::

Cns_Moore says:
@::sees a tall blonde Z’karin with a tough kind of look on her face::

CTOVn`dor says:
%EO: Do what your famous for please.  ::smiles::

CE_Bolitho says:
@::... a Z'karian lady:: steps forward moves hands apart to appear unthreatening::

Cns_Moore says:
@::bows to Zareen::

MO_Viper says:
FCO: So, how are you doing?

CMO-Starr says:
*CO*: Maam, Mallory will be fine.  I am releasing him for duty in about 5 minutes.

Ops-Urk says:
COMM: Atlantis: report status.

Cns_Moore says:
@::waits for Zareen to say something::

FCO_Mallory says:
MO:  okay.... could you contact the shuttle??  I must beam back...

CSO_K`daq says:
CO: I suggest we move closer to the asteroid belt to get better scans

CTOVn`dor says:
%COMM: Seleya: Lt. Susman is presently maximising our sensors for a better reading on the energy signatures.  Fill you in when we have more.

CE_Bolitho says:
@Zareen: I’m Lt Bolitho and this is Cns Moore were both from the USS Seleya, would you mind telling me what is going on?

EO_Susman says:
%CTO: Goodie.. :: gives 20 Mw more to the FWD Nav Sensor :: 

Host Zareen says:
@::stands, hand on phaser holstered at her side::  Far enough.  Just because I've lowered the shields, doesn't mean you are free.

Angelique says:
:: so worried gets sick  in the  bathroom::

CMO-Starr says:
::turns and hears Mallory:: FCO: You will report back to the Captain.  She will tell you where you need to be.

Host CO_Pang says:
CSO:  We cannot manoeuvre too well any closer Commander

Ops-Urk says:
COMM: Atlantis: noted

Cns_Moore says:
@::nudges CEO to be quiet::

Muk says:
@*Zareen*: I am monitoring their transmissions. It appears they have detected one of our tracking stations on Asteroid 77-Alpha.

EO_Susman says:
%CTO: I hope that will be enough. Otherwise.. I'll separate the Seleya myself :: evilly grins ::

Host Zareen says:
@::studies the prisoners::  All right.  I want to know why you are interfering in Z'karin business.

CSO_K`daq says:
CO: How about sending some probes?

Host CO_Pang says:
*CMO*  Is he fit for duty Troi?

Cns_Moore says:
@CEO: Let me handle this ::whispers::

Ops-Urk says:
::continuing scans of Z'kar::

CE_Bolitho says:
@Zareen : We are here at the request of the legitimate Z'kar government

CTOVn`dor says:
%EO: Plot a course for the readings.  But please take it leisurely a carefully

CMO-Starr says:
*CO*: Yes Maam he is, and champing at the bit.

Host Zareen says:
@*Muk*  Noted.  Modulate the shielding frequencies there; confuse them if you can.

Host CO_Pang says:
*CMO* That is Conrad .... thanks for getting him well

CMO-Starr says:
*CO*: My pleasure Maam.

Host Zareen says:
@::studies Bolitho, and barks out a laugh::  Legitimate, you say?

EO_Susman says:
%CTO: Ok. One/quarter impulse. Bearing 255 mark 014.

Muk says:
@*Remodulates the shielding on the Tracking station ::

CTOVn`dor says:
%EO: Engage

FCO_Mallory says:
::Stands and walks to the TL, nods to the CMO and MO::

CMO-Starr says:
MO: Are his final scans good, if so you may release him for duty.

Cns_Moore says:
@Zareen: We responded to a request from PM Jaddo

Cns_Moore says:
@Zareen: We do not wish to interfere but to understand

EO_Susman says:
%:: activates Impulse Propulsion ::

MO_Viper says:
CMO: Yes, he's fine and fit for duty!

CE_Bolitho says:
@::keeps his mouth shut after all what does an engineer know about politics::

CTOVn`dor says:
%::studies the readings and directs the shuttles limited TAC sensors on the area::

Muk says:
@:: powers down the tracking station ::

CMO-Starr says:
FCO: You are released and may report to the Captain.

FCO_Mallory says:
::nods and enters the TL:: TL: Bridge ::just before doors closes:: Thankyou Dr.

Host Zareen says:
@::looks at the prisoners::  Jaddo is recognised as Prime Minister only by the Federation.  In your eyes only, is his government legitimate.

CE_Bolitho says:
@::defers to the CNS and moves backwards to stand slightly behind the CNS::

Cns_Moore says:
@Zareen: May I ask why we are being detained?

CTOVn`dor says:
%EO: Okay, it's just around the other side of this asteroid. Take it carefully.

Host CO_Pang says:
CSO:  You had a thought about cloaking .... I take it your scans are looking that way?

Muk says:
@:: activates a decoy beacon on the far opposite side of the shuttle ::

FCO_Mallory says:
::Arrives on bridge, walks to the captain::

Cns_Moore says:
@Zareen: We know no better than the information we have. Would you like to explain what you mean?

EO_Susman says:
%CTO: I hope you modified those Long range sensors.. I don't want to get to closer :: changes course as Phail asks ::

Ops-Urk says:
::looks up as Mallory enters bridge::

MO_Viper says:
CMO: I haven't been able to find anything from the AT info.

CTOVn`dor says:
%::Atlantis arrives at the asteroid::

Host CO_Pang says:
FCO:  Glad you are fit Lt - take helm please

Muk says:
@:: sets the beacon to emit faint signals ::

CTOVn`dor says:
%COMM: Seleya: We have arrived at the location of the Sensor Readings

CE_Bolitho says:
@::Watches Zareen carefully especially the one hand on her phaser::

Ops-Urk says:
::transfers helm control to Mallory's station::

FCO_Mallory says:
CO: Aye ma'am... ::takes place::  How is the shuttle doing?

FCO_Mallory says:
Ops: Thanks

CMO-Starr says:
MO: Neither have I Matt.  Looks like the ones on the bridge will have to discover what that gas was.   I suspect though, it was just a quick acting knockout gas.  Nothing that will harm them in the future.

Host CO_Pang says:
FCO: In contact - and they may have something .... Lt. Susman took your place

CTOVn`dor says:
%EO: Picking anything up down there Lt.?

Ops-Urk says:
CO: Atlantis is at last sensor reading of the UFO.

Host Zareen says:
@Moore, Bolitho:  The "government" you recognise as official in Z'kar is corrupt, and has its own clandestine dealings, unknown to you.  Our forces are trying to restore the rightful government.

EO_Susman says:
%CTO: A lot of data is being recorded by the pallets.. I think we should go back to the ship to analyse.

FCO_Mallory says:
CO: understood captain

Cns_Moore says:
@Zareen: If what you say is true we may be able to assist you in doing this peacefully

Host Zareen says:
@:: considers a moment::  But why should you believe me?  I must show you, perhaps.......

CTOVn`dor says:
%EO: OK, hang out here till we get a reply from the ship.

CE_Bolitho says:
@CNS<whisper>: Explain the prime directive to her that we may not interfere with the internal dealings of any race!

EO_Susman says:
%CTO: Sure.

Angelique says:
:: goes back to pacing::

Host Zareen says:
@:;considers a moment longer::  One of you will remain here; the other will be shown.  Which shall it be?

CSO_K`daq says:
CO: It's just a theory sir

Host Zareen says:
@::studies them, waiting an answer::

Cns_Moore says:
@Zareen: I will go with you

Host CO_Pang says:
CSO:  But cloaking might explain what the shuttle is finding?

Cns_Moore says:
@CEO: I'm sorry Rich ::whispers::

CTOVn`dor says:
%COMM: Seleya: Instructions?

Muk says:
@*Zareen*: The time bomb on the Orbital Ship yards is going to go off in 6 minutes ma'am.

Cns_Moore says:
@Zareen: Must he be confined here?

CE_Bolitho says:
@CNS : ::nods:: just be careful ok?

Host CO_Pang says:
COMM CTO:  Are you getting anywhere or do you want to come back?

EO_Susman says:
%:: halts IPS, remains in high orbit to disguise ::

Cns_Moore says:
@CEO: Always Richard

Host Zareen says:
@*Muk*  Delay the explosion...  For a few.

Cns_Moore says:
@::leaves the CEO with his own rations::

Cns_Moore says:
@::waits for Zareen's response::

CTOVn`dor says:
%COMM: CO: I think we should investigate the readings maybe with a AT if life support down there

CE_Bolitho says:
@::steps back into the confinement field and activates his tricorder ::wants to record all this::

Host Zareen says:
@::studies them again, then looks at Moore::  You are the leader, then.  Fine, you will follow me.  ::looks at Bolitho::  I must confine you once again.

Muk says:
@*Zareen*:  It will not blow up unless we send an OK signal.

Cns_Moore says:
@Zareen: Must it be here?

CMO-Starr says:
MO: Are you finding your way around sickbay all right?

Host CO_Pang says:
COMM CTO:  Your choice Lt!

CTOVn`dor says:
%EO: Is there the capability for life anywhere down there?

Host Zareen says:
@:;activates the containment field around Bolitho, and double checks it::

FCO_Mallory says:
::pulls up repair reports on the Atlantis, trying to find who fiddled with his delicate personalised set-up....::

CSO_K`daq says:
CO: True.... I can try a tachyon scan?

Ops-Urk says:
::notes CO's frustration::

Cns_Moore says:
@::takes on last look at Bolitho and follows Zareen::

Angelique says:
:: walks to  SB, hands shaking::

Host Zareen says:
@::gestures with phaser, pointing Moore down a hallway::  After you.  And please, don't make me use this.

MO_Viper says:
CMO: No problem at all.  If I don't know where something is I just ask Dr. Grey.  He's been really helpful!

CMO-Starr says:
MO: Isn't he a nice person?  I don't know what we would do without him ::smiles::

Cns_Moore says:
@Zareen: Very well, how may I address you Ms?

CMO-Starr says:
MO: He is more or less the father figure around here.

Host Zareen says:
@::looks at Moore::  I am Zareen.  Now, lead on.

Cns_Moore says:
@Zareen: Which way?

MO_Viper says:
CMO: Even Nurse Sek is warming up.

Host Zareen says:
@::frowns::  Down the hallway; it is the only way to go.

Cns_Moore says:
@::walks down the hallway slowly and carefully::

CMO-Starr says:
MO: Sek? Warming up?  You have got to be kidding me Matt!  ::grins::

CMO-Starr says:
MO: Miss Iceberg herself?  must be your charming personality ::and smiles broadly again::

Muk says:
@:: leaves C&C and heads to see Zareen and the prisoner ::

EO_Susman says:
%CTO: Artificial, yes. If you set a shelter or something with life support, yes. But this readings are inconclusive.

Cns_Moore says:
@Zareen: May I ask where we are going?

Host CO_Pang says:
COMM CTO:  Do you wish to return or continue Lt.?

Host Zareen says:
@::stops Moore::  Here.  ::gestures through a doorway::

Angelique says:
::walks into  SB::

CTOVn`dor says:
%EO: I see...  Hmm...  Try moving us in closer, but please do it slowly....very slowly.

Cns_Moore says:
@::walks through doorway cautiously::

MO_Viper says:
CMO: Could be? Or maybe it was the hypospray I gave her.  ::laughs out loud::

CTOVn`dor says:
%COMM: CO: I'm determined to continue ma'am, unless you have other orders?  EO: Hold for a minute please.

CMO-Starr says:
MO: Must have been a powerful one then Matt!

CSO_K`daq says:
::tries a tachyon scan for any cloaked ships::

Host Zareen says:
@Moore:  You wished to see what Jaddo and his government is doing........  Step up here, please.  ::gestures to a raised pad::

Ops-Urk says:
:: boosts power to comm signal::

CMO-Starr says:
::nice to have an MO with a sense of humour for a change::

EO_Susman says:
%:: waits ::

CE_Bolitho says:
@::scans information regarding the confinement wall, obtain shield frequency and tries to match it using his tricorder!::

Cns_Moore says:
@::steps on the pad::

Host CO_Pang says:
COMM CTO: Just be careful .... we can send another shuttle in support if you think it wise ...

CSO_K`daq says:
Ops: I need you to adjust the phase frequency we are scanning on

Host Zareen says:
@::moves to a console and activates it::

Host Zareen says:
ACTION:  Moore shimmers and disappears

Muk says:
@:: returns to C&C as he was not able to find Zareen ::

Cns_Moore says:
@::disoriented::

Host CO_Pang says:
::notices a strange trace on the CO console .... transporter activity .... where?::

CTOVn`dor says:
%COMM CO: Please send it.  Limited personal...  heavily armed.

Host Zareen says:
@::activates a timer on the console, and steps on the pad herself::

Host CO_Pang says:
All: I have a trace which suggests transporter activity ..... cannot isolate it ....

Host Zareen says:
ACTION:  Zareen shimmers and disappears, materialising alongside Moore.

Ops-Urk says:
CO: got it too, tracking.

Cns_Moore says:
@:looks around:: Zareen: Where are we?

Host CO_Pang says:
*Security* Lt. Gierson:  Assemble a team and report to the shuttlebay .... Lt. Mallory will need your assistance

CE_Bolitho says:
@ notices he has matched the frequency and taps his comm badge:: *Bolitho to Seleya*

FCO_Mallory says:
::finally isolates the Atlantis' repair reports....::

Host Zareen says:
@::smiles sadly::  Deep underground, within Z'kar, Moore.

Host CO_Pang says:
FCO:  You can take shuttle Nebula ... but launch with proper procedures this time Lt!

Muk says:
@:: heads for the containment complex ::

CTOVn`dor says:
<TO> *CO*: Aye ma'am.

Host CO_Pang says:
*<Gierson>* Aye Ma'am

Host Zareen says:
@::whispers::  We must stay quiet..... come with me.........

Cns_Moore says:
@::notices Zareen is sad:: Zareen" For what purpose?

CMO-Starr says:
::as the MO walks away, Troi returns to her office and paperwork::

FCO_Mallory says:
CO: Certainly..... ::thinks what bad timing to finally find the correct report!::

EO_Susman says:
%CTO: Are we ready? 

FCO_Mallory says:
::Walks to the TL::

Cns_Moore says:
@::follows Zareen, curious::

Ops-Urk says:
CO: all I've got is a transporter signal, can't tell where it originated or where it went.

Angelique says:
:: fins a  Bio bed and hops up on it  and watches the  CMO and MO::

Host Zareen says:
@::leads Moore down an underground passageway, very rocky, cavernous, winding paths::

MO_Viper says:
::sits down in office and relaxes::

Host CO_Pang says:
OPS: Can you crosslink helm again please Mr. Urk?

Cns_Moore says:
@::follows::

CTOVn`dor says:
%EO: We should wait for the other shuttle but let's do it anyway.  Proceed.

Ops-Urk says:
::transfers helm control to Ops console, again::

EO_Susman says:
%CTO: An eighth of impulse. :: activates IPS ::

Host CO_Pang says:
::gives OPS a wry smile::

Ops-Urk says:
::nods:: CO: of course ma'am

Host Zareen says:
@::exits the path::  Moore:  Quietly, come and look....

FCO_Mallory says:
::Grabs a type1 and type3 phaser and tricorder, and enters the shuttle, waiting for the security team::

Cns_Moore says:
@::looks::

CMO-Starr says:
::turns as she hears the soft sound of someone sitting on a biobed::

CMO-Starr says:
Angie: What are you doing in here?  Are you ill?

CSO_K`daq says:
CO: Maybe a burst from the deflector array might distort the energy patterns enough to scan anything beyond them

CMO-Starr says:
::walks over to the young girl::

Host Zareen says:
ACTION:  Moore sees an underground mining operation, hundreds of people working, guarded by Z'karin military guards

Host CO_Pang says:
::Gierson and Security Team arrive and board the shuttle:: <Gierson> FCO .... awaiting instructions Sir!

Muk says:
@:: does his routine prisoner check ::

CE_Bolitho says:
@::sighs at no response to his communiqué, heads for the wall and wonders if he will be able to get out this time<grins>::

Ops-Urk says:
COMM:ATLANTIS: anything new?

CE_Bolitho says:
@::Throws himself at the wall again::

Angelique says:
CMO:  Hmm  just my nerves are shot....

FCO_Mallory says:
Sec Team: sit down and strap in.....  *Bridge* requesting flight vectors...

CTOVn`dor says:
%EO:  How are we doing Lt?  Any progress on sensors or the like?

Cns_Moore says:
@Zareen: I never knew this existed this looks like a slave operation ::whispers::

CTOVn`dor says:
COMM:OPS: Please hold.

Host CO_Pang says:
OPS: You make sure he does it properly this time please ::grins::

Host Zareen says:
@::watches Moore, waiting, then gestures him back to the passageways......

Cns_Moore says:
@Zareen: But how do I know this isn't an elaborate hologram?

Muk says:
@:: looks at CEO :: CEO: Would you like something to eat?

CMO-Starr says:
Angie:  What is wrong?  You are too young to have bad nerves ::reaches over and gently pats her arm::

Ops-Urk says:
::small grin:: CO: aye sir

EO_Susman says:
%CTO: Partial data coming in.

Host Zareen says:
@::works her way back, where she can't be seen from below::

CMO-Starr says:
Angie: You and Craig doing well?

Cns_Moore says:
@::follows Zareen::

Cns_Moore says:
@Zareen: I never knew this existed this looks like a slave operation ::whispers::

Cns_Moore says:
@Zareen: But how do I know this isn't an elaborate hologram?

Host Zareen says:
ACTION:  Moore's foot accidentally dislodges a pebble, which falls, attracting the attention of the guards.......

CE_Bolitho says:
@::crashes through  the wall rolls coming up with phaser in hand ::

Cns_Moore says:
@::thinks: great!::

Muk says:
@:: points a phaser rifle at CEO ::

Host Zareen says:
@Moore:  hologram?  We'll find out soon enough, if they catch us...........

Angelique says:
::chuckles::  CMO:  you could say that.  but I'm worried about him.

CMO-Starr says:
::Troi suddenly realises Angie is worried that Craig has disappeared::

Host CO_Pang says:
*FCO*  Liaise with Ops on your launch please ...

Muk says:
@CEO: drop it.

CE_Bolitho says:
@Muk: drop it ::points phaser at the Z'karian::

Cns_Moore says:
@Zareen" We must contact Seleya

Host Zareen says:
@:;grabs Moore::  Let's get into hiding; we have areas here they don't know about.........

Cns_Moore says:
@::follows Zareen::

Host Zareen says:
@::runs into hidden areas::

CE_Bolitho says:
@Muk sorry I just can't do that ::grins::

CMO-Starr says:
Angie: I am so sorry, it slipped my mind that he has disappeared.  He will be all right Angie.  The Captain and the crew will find him.  And I still sense he is alive, if that helps any?

Host Zareen says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Zareen says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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